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Abstract
Every day electricity  and electronics  are becoming more important.  Engineers,  mechanics and other
professional technicians need to know about these topics to work on their fields. And this is the motivation
of this project: to learn about automatic control and programming. 
Therefore, a board to control a DC Motor has been designed and implemented in this project. On the first
plan, the starter and velocity are manually controlled. In the second part, a more complex controller has
been designed and implemented; the starter and velocity, in this second case, automatically vary in function
of the difference between the temperature measured by a sensor and a reference temperature introduced
externally.  This way, it  is  possible to simulate a basic  refrigeration plant,  as if  the DC Motor would be
coupled to its compressor.
To  do the  project,  material  from Arduino  has  been  used,  in  particular,  its  electronic  board  and  its
software development environment. The controller program has been written by using similar C language.
Besides, the microcontroller has been extracted and assembled to the developed board. A power circuit
based on reles has been designed and implemented as well.
The laboratory tests show that the set up performs well and proof that a medium size DC Motor can be
controlled by means of a low cost microcontroller.
Jonathan Achcaoucaou Carbó                    
Barcelona, June 1st, 2015                    
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Abbreviations, units and symbols
AI
AO
CPU
DIY
DC
DI
DO
I/O
LCD
PLC
PWM
Table 1: Acronyms
Analog Input
Analog Output
Central Processing Unit
Do It Yourself It defines the easy-to-use software and hardware that allowAmateur people to dessign their own projects.
Direct Current
Digital Input
Digital Output
Input/Output Normally, It defines a pin that can be programmed to send or to receive current.
Liquid Crystal Display
Programmable Logic 
Controller
Pulse-Width-Modulation
Technique used to modify an electric signal to transmit information or 
to regulate the current sent to a load. For more information see ref. 
B.4 in the bibliography.
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Table 2: Symbols
Δ Increment Difference between beginning and end of a process.
Φ Induction flow Measured by Webbers (W).
ω Angular velocity Measured by radians per second (rad/s).
E Electromotive force Measured by Volts (V).
h Entalpy Measured by J/kg.
I Intensity Measured by Amperes (A).
ṁ Mass flow Measured by kg/s.
n Revolutions
P Power Measured by Watts (W).
Q Heat Measured by Joules (J).
R Electric resistance Measured by Ohms (Ω).
S Entropy Measured by J/K.
T Torque Measured by N · m.
t Temperature Measured by Kelvin degrees (K) or centigrade degrees (ºC).
V Voltage Measured by Volts (V).
C
P
Specific heat at constant 
pressure Measured by J · kg
-1 · K-1.
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Table 3: Units
Ohm Used to measure resistance.
ºC Centigrade degree Used to measure temperature.
A Ampere Used to measure intensity.
J Joule Used to measure energy.
K Kelvin degree Used to measure temperature.
rad Radian Use to measure angles.
rpm Revolutions per minute Used to measure angular velocity.
s Second Used to measure time.
V Volt Used to measure voltage.
W Watt Used to measure power.
Wb Webber Used to measure mass flow.
Ω
i
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Capacitor Coil Compressor Condenser
Crystal DC motor Diode Electric resistance
Evaporator Expansion mechanism
Electric
earth Led
Variable resistor Power supply
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Relay
Resistance
Switch Turbine
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and scope
1.1.1 Electricity and electronic
To get started, I  would like to detach the importance of the  electricity and electronic at the present
time. They gain more value every day in many technology fields. If you need to repair an engine or a motor,
probably you will have to know how to operate their associated control system. If you are working with a
pneumatic or hydraulic machinery, you have to know how the PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) that
controls the system works.
Nowadays, regardless the field, to do almost every job related to Engineering, it is important to learn
about control systems: controllers and how to program them, detectors, sensors, connections and other
electric and electronic devices.
On the other hand, it is possible to find some software and hardware to work at home on electricity and
electronics. Their objective is to work in amateur projects to help the people start on this field. The Arduino
company is an example. Some characteristics that they offer on their material are:
✔ A basic board called Arduino Uno with six analog inputs and thirteen digital connections that can be
used as outputs or inputs and, besides, can act in an analog way (Fig. 1). More complex hardware is
available if it is necessary, such as the Arduino Mega Board. It has a more complex microprocessor
with a higher number of inputs and outputs. For this project, the microprocessor of the Arduino
Uno board has been enaugh.
Figure 1: Arduino Uno board
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✔ A software called Arduino too that is frequently updated and free. It allows to elaborate control
programs based on C language and link and upload them to the Arduino board.
✔ Many devices such as sensors or small electric motors ready to be used on the board.
✔ Many  free  updated  tutorials  and  example  projects  in  the  Arduino's  webpage  (ref.  W.2 in  the
bibliography) available at any moment and place.
✔ And,  finally,  it  is  important  to  remark  that  all  the  materials  provided  by  the  company  are
unexpensive and easily available.
For all  this reasons, a lot of people around the world use Arduino to do their firsts projects and its
software and hardware has been the chosen to carry out the present project.
After decide the main purpose of the poroject, it has been necessary to define its context.
1.1.2. Refrigeration plants
Basic  refrigeration  plants  are  included in  most  of  the vessels  that  are  sailing  nowadays.  Its  correct
operation, maintenance and control are essentials to guarantee the correct conditions of the transported
commodity. Tke known  cold chain requires a set temperature that can not be rised or the transported
products can be damage. It means that a high number of marine engineers should treat with this common
installations, and their good knowledge about this plants can prevent an important economic losses for the
commodity owner or the shipping company.
This plants are basically controlled from the electric motor coupled to the compresor of the installation,
as will be studied on the  Chapter 2: Basic refrigeration plant. Therefore, a new element to study in the
project appears: the electric motor, another element included in almost every electric installation.
For the importance of this two elements, trying to control this installation can be a great complement for
the main purpose of the project: the refrigrations plants and the electric motor are added to the electricity,
electronics and programme as a topycs of this projects.
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1.2. Objectives
As mentioned in the previous section, the main objective of this project is to apply to a real application
the knowledge about electricity and electronics obtained during the degree studies. In particular, the aim is
to design and implement the control system that will regulate the temperature of a refrigeration plant . It
means that we have to work on three essential aspects:
✔ Power part of the control system: It will be implemented to work with 120 V or more. Its behavior
is  basically  controlled by  using  relays  and it  is  connected to an electric  motor that  transforms
electric energy to mechanical energy.
✔ Controller: It will be implemented to work with 12 V or less. In this part we need to find compatible
sensors and other elements to condition the behavior of the controlled relays.
✔ Program  of  the  controller: The  control  algorithm  is  implemented  in  the  microprocessor  that
receives the state of the sensors or other control elements and produces the command signals to
the relays. The control program is designed in a PC with the Arduino Software and uploaded to the
microprocessor.
Another important aspect to remark is the means to implement the board. Arduino material will be
used, proving that it is possible to elaborate a  simply and low-cost board to control a basic refrigeration
plant. Besides, the microprocessor of the comercial board has been extracted and our own Arduino board
has been implemented, doing even cheaper the prize of the board.
On the other hand, secondary objectives can be remarked:
✔ To search information about refrigeration plants, DC Motors and Arduino.
✔ To do an study about this three topics.
✔ To do an experimental study of the DC Motor and its variants.
Figure 2: Parts of the project
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✔ To design the layout of the control system.
✔ To design and to calculate the power part of the control system.
✔ To implement the control board.
✔ To program Arduino codes.
✔ To test the controller.
✔ To extract the conclusions.
At the end of the project, the implemented board will be tested with a real DC Motor.
1.3. Project outline
The project report is developed through the following chapters:
Chapter 1 Introduction.
Chapter 2 Basic refrigeration plant. In order to describe the general context of this project, in this
chapter  there  is  a  description  of  the  basic  refrigeration  plant,  including  its
thermodynamic behavior, to understand how must work the controlled DC Motor.
Chapter 3 Direct Current Motor. The basic principles and related computations of the DC Motor are
explained on this chapter.
Chapter 4 Arduino. The  DC  Motor  control  system  will  be  implemented  by  using  Arduino.  This
chapter  contains  some  generic  information  about  it  and  a  detailed  description  of  the
board used in the project and information about the software and the language used to
program it.
Chapter 5 Controller design. This chapter is focused in the control approach and previous tests of the 
two  designed  controllers,  one  for  manual  operation  and  another  one  for  automatic
operation.
Chapter 6 Controller implementation. The written code and the built board of the designed controller
are included in this chapter.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion.  Here the main aspects  of  the project  are  highlighted and several  ideas  for
future work are drawn.
The Annex incudes the Arduino codes designed and uploaded to the boards.
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2.1. Refrigeration plants
A curious fact impulsed the design of the first refrigerated vessel: the argentine meat.
About  a  hundred  years  later  from  the  first  steamboat  launched  to  the  water,  in  1876,  the  french
engineer Charles Tellier, creator of the refrigerator, designed the first refrigerated vessel, that was called
Frigorifique. Its function was to transport, for the first time, commodity refrigerated: basically transported
the frozen meat from Argentina to France.
Nowadays,  the  products  that  require  cold  are  transported  by  refrigerated  vessels  or  refrigerated
containers. In any case, both systems are provided with a refrigeration installation.
The operation of a refrigeration plant or installation consists in make circulate a coolant fluid throw a
pipes called evaportator into the zone to climatize. This fluid absorves heat and carry it up outside this
space. Obviously, the coolant has to be a lower temperature than the zone to refrigerate. To decrease this
temperature, the fluid has to do a thermodynamic cycle. 
Then, before proceed to design the controller, it is necessary to know how a basic refrigeration plant
works, starting from its thermodynamic cycle. This chapter presents a brief description of the installation,
its components and the Carnot and Rankine cycles. It is possible to find a detailled explanation on the ref.
B.5 of the bibliography.
2.2. Inverse reheated Rankine cycle
To  start,  it  is  necessary  to  know  the  basic  thermodynamic  refrigeration  cycle.  To  explain  it,  the
Temperature  -  Entropy diagram of  a  fluid  will  be  used (Fig.  3).  On it,  it  is  possible  to  find in  red the
saturation line: on its left side all the fluid will be liquid, on its right side will be steam, and under it we will
find a mixture of both, in different proportions.  It  is  possible to find some constant pressure lines too
(isobars).
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Figure 4  shows the inverse Carnot cycle which is the refrigeration cycle with maximum efficiency. The
coolant is compressed by the compressor (process 1-2) and its pressure is increased until the saturation line
(100% steam). In the 2-3 process, it is cooled by means of a condenser until saturation line again (100%
liquid). Then, in the 3-4 process, the fluid work in a turbine and loses pressure and temperature. To finish,
on the evaporator located in the area to cool, the coolant absorbs heat and it is evaporated (its pressure
and its temperature do not change), refrigerating the area around it.
Figure 3: Temperature - Entropy diagram
Figure 4: Inverse Carnot cycle
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But quickly, when the cycle is led into practice, some drawbacks appear:
On the first place, the turbine has to work with liquid and steam mixture. The velocity of the impact
of the liquid drops to the turbine blades can damage it. The cost to solve it is too much expensive to
compensate the work done for the installation. For this reason, on real installations we do not find a
turbine  and  it  is  replaced  by  a  simple  expansion  device  (process  3-4).  The  work
obtained by the turbine is lost (shaded area on Fig. 5) but economically is more profitable.
On the other hand, we find the same problem with the compressor blades. But in this case, it is
possible to solve it, it is just necessary to evaporate all the liquid. For this reason, the '1' point is
displaced, beyond the saturation line, is even reheated up to 5 ºC (process 4-1). This means that
now,  the  liquation  pressure  on  the  condenser  remains  constant,  but  not  its  temperature
(process 2-3).
Taking into account all these aspects, what we obtain is the inverse reheated Rankine cycle shown in
Fig. 5. In this case, we lose efficiency, but we win from an economic point of view.
Figure 5: Inverse reheated Rankine cycle
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2.3. Performance of the 
refrigeration plant
Now, to finish the refrigeration plant study, it is necessary to know how to size it. To understand it, it is
necessary to explain some basic fluid mechanic principles.
Another  different  diagram  has  to  be  taken  into  account  in  order  to  size  the  installation.
Fig. 6 shows the Pressure – Entalpy diagram. In it,  the inverse reheated Rankine cycle is represented, and
some new concepts appear:
✔ QCOND: Heat released in the condenser for every  time unit [kJ/s = kW].
✔ QEVAP: Heat absorbed in the evaporator for every time unit [kJ/s = kW].
✔ WCOMP: Power absorbed by the compressor for every time unit [kJ/s = kW].
Figure 6: Pressure - Entalpy diagram
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Based on the principle of energy conservation:
QEVAP + WCOMP = QCOND          (2.1)
And, by definition, the power (P) provided by a fluid in a process depends on the entalpy increment ( Δh)
and its mass flow (ṁ):
P [kJ/s] = ṁ [kg/s] · Δh [kJ/kg]          (2.2)
In summary:
QCOND =  ṁ · (h3 – h2)          (2.3)
QEVAP =  ṁ · (h1 – h4)         (2.4)
WCOMP =  ṁ · (h2 – h1)         (2.5)
The objective of a refrigeration plant controller is, basically, to  control the power of the evaporator
(QEVAP), to regulate how much cool is generated in the area around it.  Explained with other words, it is
necessary to control the heat absorbed by the fluid when it is going through the evaporator. Based on the
equation 2.4, two options are available to do it:
1. To control  Δh:   In the 2-3 process,  Δh is  directly  proportional  to the specific  heat  at  constant
pressure (Cp) and to the temperature increase (Δt): 
Δh = Cp ·  Δt          (2.6)
Then, to obtain the entalpy increase, we need to vary the temperature increase. Usually, the cold
temperature of a refrigerated chamber is required for the client and can change in function of its
content. On the other hand, the hot temperature on the condenser depends on the environment of
the installation. For example, in a boat, the water of the condenser is obtained from the sea. Then,
the temperature depends on the zone where the nave is.  Logically, the temperature increase is
impossible to control and, consequently, it is impossible to do it with the entalpy values.
2. To control ṁ: The second option consists in control the mass flow of the installation. As we can see
in  the power of  the compressor equation (2.5),  more mass  flow means more power from the
compressor. It is trivial to obtain the following definition about it:
ṁ=[ kg
minutes
]=[
revolutions
minutes
]· [ kg
revolutions
]            (2.7)
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Then, it is possible to understand that more mass flow means more revolutions per minute (rpm) to
the compressor too, which is coupled to the controlled motor (see Fig. 7). The following equation
indicates that it is necessary to vary the mechanical power (P) of the motor to do it:
P = T · ω          (2.8)
In conclusion, the mechanical power of the motor is the variable that has to be controlled to modify
the revolutions of the compressor. Its variation affects the values of the torque and the revolutions
of the rotor (T and ω, respectively), that vary according to the equilibrium between them.
Refrigeration plants are basically controlled by means the mass flow of the installation.
Figure 7: Motor - Compressor group
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3.1. The electric engine:
basic principles      
To start this chapter, it is necessary to explain the basic principles of the electric motor: basically, to
detail the electric scheme of the different motor types and its equations. Fig. 8 shows a common electric DC
motor and its main parts.
The  basic  functioning  of  the  electric  motor  is  related  to  electromagnetic  properties:  two  opposite
magnetic fields generate the rotation of an axis. Then, we need two magnets. But its size to generate a high
power  forces  us  to  supply  them  using  coils:  the  current  that  circulates  throw  them  generates  higher
magnetic fields using the same space.
On the previous image, it is possible to find the main parts of any DC Motor:
✔ Terminals: All the electric energy that the motor needs is received on the terminals and distributed
from them.
Figure 8: Electric DC Motor
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✔ Stator:  Is the fixed part of the motor. The electricity arrive from the terminals and generates the
magnetic field using the coils. It generates the inductor field.
✔ Rotator:  Is the mobile part of the motor. The coils are coupled to the axis and the magnetic field
generated, opposite to  the field generated from the stator, forces it  to rotate. It generates the
induced field.
✔ Brushes: The rotator presents an inconvenient: it is necessary to transmit electricity to an axis in
movement. To solve it, we use the brushes: the conductor pieces that receive the electricity from
the terminals and are in contact with the rotor, transmitting the energy to the mobile part.
To calculate the energy or the power necessary or generated for an electric engine we just have to know
the tension fall and the mechanical losses in every element of the motor, mainly: the brushes, the necessary
voltage to generate the magnetic fields, the dissipated heat in every coil and the friction of the axis (Fig. 9).
Mathematically, it is possible to express the relation between input voltage and electromagnetic field by
the following formula:
Vterminals = E ± ΔVinduced copper  ± ΔVbrushes ± ΔVinductor copper*          (3.1)
where:
✔ Vterminals: Voltage that the terminals receive if we are talking about a motor (or voltage that terminals
generate if it is a generator).
✔ E: Voltage of the field generated on the rotor.
Figure 9: Power losses on DC Motor
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✔ ΔVinduced copper: Voltage drop in all the copper that conforms the coil of the induced.
✔ ΔVbrushes: Voltage drop on the brushes.
✔ ΔVinductor copper*: Voltage drop in all the copper that conforms the coil of the inductor. *Just in serial
connection.
Other equations that have to be satisfied for every DC motor are the following:
T/Ia = K·Φ          (3.2)
And:
E/ω = K·Φ          (3.3)
Then:
T/Ia = E/ω          (3.4)
Where, in conclusion, K·Φ is a constant value characteristic of every DC motor, for any work condition,
like the last equation.
To finish this section, if we remember that P = V · I, then, it is possible to obtain the relation between the
power, the torque and the angular velocity:
P = E · Ia          (3.5)
E · Ia = T ·  ω          (3.6)
P =  T ·  ω          (3.7)
T = Electromagnetic torque (N·m)
I
a
 = Intensity on the induced reel (A)
K = Constant value detemrinated for the electromagnetic
       configuration of the engine
Φ = Induction flow per pole (Weber)
E = Electromotive force induced on the rotor (V)
ω = Angular velocity (rad/s)
P = Power of the engine (W)
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3.2. DC Motor types
As we could see on the last section, we need two magnetic fields on the engine. If  we obviate the
permanent fields (magnets), it is necessary to feed the both coils of the motor. To do it, we have different
possibilities: the intensity of the induced coil always proceed from the terminals, using the brushes, but the
current that generates the induction field can arrive by different ways, as we can see on the schemes of the
following images. Previously, on the Tab. 1, it is possible to find the abbreviature of the electric variables
that appears on them.
E V
A
A
Is A
M
T
W
Ω
Ω
Ω
V
V
V
Table 4: Electric variables
Symbol Description Unit
Induced Electromotive Force.
Ia Current that circulates on the induced coil.
If Current that circulates on the inductor coil  when it is connected in parallel with the induced.
Current that circulates on the inductor coil  when it is connected in series with 
the induced.
The symbol that contents this 'M' represents the rotor. 
Three new variables appears here: the torque (T), the 
mechanic power (P
M
) and the angular velocity (ω).
N·m
P
M
ω Rad/s
Ra Resistance on the induced coil, basically generated for the heat dissipated for the copper.
Rf Resistance on the inductor coil when it is connected in parallel with the induced, basically generated for the heat dissipated for the copper.
Rs Resistance on the inductor coil when it is connected in series with the induced, basically generated for the heat dissipated for the copper.
Vf Voltage drop on the inductor coil when it is connected in parallel with the induced.
Vt Voltage supplied to the terminals of the DC motor.
ΔVb Voltage drop on the brushes.
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3.2.1. DC Motor type I: Separately excited
On this first case, the induction coil is totally independent from the induced. It means that the voltage of
the first one  will be constant, it will not depends on the load of the motor. Then, its torque is modified by
the terminals voltage: the both fields are opposite: the more terminals voltage, the more torque.
It  is the better way to control  the behavior of the motor, but it  requires an independent system to
control the voltage field accord to the needed torque.
The separately excited is used on industrial applications.
Figure 10: DC Motor type I: Separately excited
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3.2.2. DC Motor type II: Shunt wound
The first exposed connection of the coils is the shunt (parallel). In this case, the tension on terminals is
the same that the voltage field, and the current is divided between the both coils. Then, the variation of the
torque hardly influence the velocity of the rotor, because the induced electromotive force varies according
to the induced current too. In conclusion, when torque decrease, the induced electromotive force does it
too.
It is used when it is necessary to mantain a constant velocity of the rotor, even without a load. A drill is
an example.
But shunt wound connection presents an important troubble: it offers a low torque on the moment of
the start of the engine.
Figure 11: DC Motor type II: Shunt wound
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3.2.3. DC Motor type III: Series wound
In this case, both coils are connected in series. Then, the induced current and the inductor are the same.
This connection let a high starter torque, because the current increase of the rotor implies the inductor
current increase too.
It is used when the needed torque is low at haigh revolutions, but high at the starter moment, like a train
wheels or the starting motors of thermal engines.
But if the both coils of the motor are connected in series, the rotor will turn very unstable wihout a load,
because its velocity will increase too much to be stable.
Figure 12: DC Motor type III: Series wound
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3.2.4. DC Motor: compound
To finish, the compound DC motors combine the series and the shunt wounds: part of the inductor coil
are connected in series and the other one in parallel.  By this way, the shunt wound coil give us stability,
while the series coil  increase the electromotive induced force to obtain the necessary torque in every
moment.
By using this connection, it is possible to obtain the necessary torque and stability at any velocity: from
starter moment until the higher revolutions let for the motor. 
Figure 13: DC Motor type IV: Short shunt
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Figure 14: DC Motor type V: Large shunt
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3.3. DC Motor curves
To know the behavior of a DC Motor it is possible to represent some characteristic curves. Next sections
compares the characteristic curves of two DC motor types: series and shunt wound.
3.3.1. DC Motor curve I: T - Ia
To begin, Fig. 15 shows the torque in function of the induced current. As we could see on this chapter,
the shunt connection has the starter trouble: unlike series engine, low torque is developed in that moment.
Figure 15: DC Motor curve I: T-Ia
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3.3.2. DC Motor curve II: n - Ia
In the second curve (Fig. 16), revolutions per minute in function of the induced current, it is possible to
appreciate another aspect mentioned on the last sections: series motor, without load, increases its velocity
too much to be stable, while shunt engine always keep its revolutions controlled.
Figure 16: DC Motor curve II: N-Ia
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3.3.3. DC Motor curve III: P - Ia
Other important characteristic curve is the power in function of the induced current. As we can see on
the graphic, the power of the series motor at equal intensity is lower than the shunt motor. But, on the
other hand, at elevate current, the series connection gives the higher power.
Figure 17: DC Motor curve III: P-Ia
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3.3.4. DC Motor curve IV: E-If
The last exposed graphic is obtained without load. To form it, the field current has to be increased and
the curve represents how varies the induced electromotive force. As it is possible to see, the initial voltage
is not null, because the motor has to be always a remaining magnetism, necessary to start a motor with
permanent magnets. This magnetism is due to the remaining iron magnetism of polar structures.
Figure 18: DC Motor curve IV: E-If
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The controller in this project will be implemented by means of an Arduino board. This chapter presents
the main concepts related to the Arduino project.
4.1. Arduino birth
The Arduino main founders were Massimo Banzi and Hernando Barragán. Without expecting this high 
success, they created the main company  that makes “Do It Yourself” technology nowadays. The story is the 
following:
Ivrea, 2005 (Italy);
Difficult days in Interaction Design Institute Ivrea. Students and teachers don't stop talking about
the economic problems of the school while young Massimo Banzi is drinking a beer in “Bar di Re
Arduino” (King Arduino's Bar). Far away from just sitting and speaking about the institute matters,
he is thinking about the way to help it. He knows that his companions students had to do some
inversions to study; the first one, to buy the microcontroller to practice on classes. On his fourth or
fifth beer, he concluded that there, on the microcontroller used, could be a great idea to help, not
only the institute, even its alumni. He knows that everyone had to pay 100$ to buy their Basic Stamp
microcontroller. If the institute would sell its own microcontroller, every student would pay less for
his microcontroller and the money would be invested to get better its situation.
Massimo Banzi knows that two premises have to be complied to get successfully his project, two
premises that the Basic Stamp Microcontroller offers. On the first place, this microcontroller it is
easy to program using Basic language, and the new hardware have to be simply to use too. On the
other hand, the new material has to be cheap. Exactly, its price has to be less than 100$.
Not too much days later, Massimo decides to start working on his project. It would be easy and
cheap to create a board with a microcontroller for the alumni. The most difficult part to carry out
the project is to prepare the program language. But he knows who can help him.
And shortly after, on “Bar di Re Arduino”, Massimo is sitting with two beers in front of Hernando
Barragán. He is a brilliant student who could create the language to program the microcontroller. As
Massimo expected, Hernando accepts. He would do it and i he would do it great.
A few years later, the intitute would close its doors due to economic troubles, but also Arduino
would be the most important company of the world elaborating “Do It Yourself” (DIY) technology.
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4.2. Arduino nowadays      
Arduino is the world leader company manufacturing  DIY hardware and software. Also its software is
open-source.  Its  main  founders  are  Massimo  Banzi  and,  later,  Hernando  Barragán,  who  designed  the
program language. It is important to mention some people who, not too much later, improved Arduino, like
David Mellis or David Cuartielles, who improved the software and the hardware of the project respectively,
or Tom Igoe, who suggested Banzi to distribute Arduino around the world.
Nowadays, more than fifty people form part of the heart of the company; engineers, managers, and
other professionals who make possible the correct performance of Arduino.
The  idea  of  Arduino  is  very  simple:  software  and  hardware  easy  to  use,  unexpensive  and  totally
accessible, as we can see on the following table (Tab. 2).
SO
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Table 5: Arduino nowadays
The last version of open-source Arduino Software is 
always available on the company webpage. 
Arduino provides all this 
software and material by its 
webpage.
Besides the software, it is possible to find a lot of 
tutorials, examples and projects on the Arduino webpage 
and another ones. By this way, the users can learn and do 
their projects easily.
Arduino Uno Board: easy to connect to PC using an USB 
interface. The microprocessor that contains is connected 
to multiples analog and digital pins that allow fast 
connections and disconnections from it. Not only Arduino, other 
companies provide 
material easy to link with 
Arduino.Sensors, DC Motors, servo-motors and another items that 
work with low voltage to let an easy connection with 
Arduino boards.
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4.3. Arduino Uno board     
4.3.1. Characteristics and structure
Table 3 lists the main Arduino Uno boards characteristics.
Table 6: Board characteristics
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The  Microcontroller is  the  heart  of  the board.  In  this  case,  is  used  an ATmega328P (Fig.  19).  It  is
important to mention because one part of the project consists in build our own board, starting from this
microprocessor.
It is possible to see too the Voltage that the board needs. Three different values appears on it:
✔ Operating Voltage: 5 V is the output voltage for the board on every output pin, independently from
the  supply voltage.
✔ Input Voltage (recommended): Considering the voltage drops, it is important to supply more than
this  5V mentioned;  between 7  V  and  12  V  will  be  enough to the correct  performance of  the
microcontroller.
✔ Input Voltage (limit): Moreover, it is possible to work outside this range, because maybe we need
an extra  current  on the pins.  The board  can function correctly  until  20  V (more voltage could
damage the microcontroller and the other components), but it is necessary always more than 6 V to
feed the necessary tension to all the elements.
Pins are another important fact that are on the table:
✔ Digital  I/O pins: The board has  fourteen digital  pins  that  can be configured like  inputs  or  like
outputs.
✔ PWM Digital I/O pins: The output current of six of these fourteen digital pins can be regulated
using the Pulse-Width-Modulation.
✔ Analog input pins: Apart from the fourteen digital I/O pins, the Arduino Uno board has six analog
inputs.
Figure 19: ATmega328P
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Now, we can find how are structured all this elements on the board (Fig. 20).
1. Reset button: Restart the program loaded to the board. It means that the program is located on its
first line.
2. Digital  I/O's:  These pins are basically used to send and receive current, like digital signals.  It  is
possible to find a ground intake too (GWD pin). Some pins have special functions that will not be
used on this project. Using them is possible to connect two boards or programming a second one
from the first one, or fix a reference for analog inputs (AREF pin).
3. USB Inteface: By this intake, it is possible to connect the board to the PC using an USB cable, to load
a program to microcontroller, to transmit data or just to feed it.
4. ATMega328P: The  Arduino  Uno heart.  All  the  board  is  an  extension of  this  microprocessor:  it
contains some elements used to the correction function of the microcontroller and the I/O pins just
let an easy connection to its terminals. Besides, the board let to connect it to the PC and program it.
5. Power supply connection.
Figure 20: Arduino Uno board structure
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6. Power pins: With these pins is possible to take the board input voltage (5V pin) or another less one
(3.3v pin), feed the board (Vin pin), force the reset (RESET pin), fix a reference for digital I/O (IOREF
pin) or find two ground intakes.
7. Analog Inputs (AI).
4.3.2. Electronic scheme
As it has been said in the last section, the board is just an extension of the microprocessor. To prove it, a
part  of  this  project  consists  to  create  a  board for  the ATMega328P microprocessor.  And to do it,  it  is
necessary to know the electronic scheme of the Arduino Uno board and its microcontroller. To start, Fig. 21
shows an schem just of the microcontroller. On the other hand, on the Fig. 22, it is possible to find too the
elements contained on the board and how they are connected.
Figure 21: ATMega328P pins scheme
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4.3.3. Programming language
The language used to program ATMega328P by Arduino Software is based on C. In this section, it is
possible to look some information about the instructions that we can find on the project.
In the first place, it is important to mention that Arduino program is divided in two main parts:  void
setup and void loop (Fig. 23):
✔ Module 'void setup': All the instructions included on this module run once: just are executed
when the program starts or when is restarted. 
✔ Module 'void loop': All the instructions included on this module run cyclically.
Figure 22: Arduino Uno board electronic schemme
V
GWD
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To continue, on the Table 4, it is possible to find an explanation of the instructions used on the project, in
alphabetical order. Most of them are typical from C language.  
Figure 23: Void setup & void loop
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Table 7: Programming with Arduino
Instruction Explanation Exemple
#include <library>
This instruction has to be previous to void setup. It 
adds a library that includes the instructions to let an 
easy programming of an external element linked with 
the board. On our project, we have included a library 
to programme a liquid crystal.
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>
analogRead(analog pin)
This instruction makes a reading of the input voltage 
of the pin in brackets (analog pins have an A  before 
the pin number).
analogRead(A1)
Arithmetic operators
It is possible to operate values in the programme:
 - Assignment operator → =
 - Addition → +
 - Substraction → -
 - Multiplication → *
 - Division → /
 - Remainder of a division → %
Like in this exemple from the project, it is possible to 
transform an analog value to a temperature (every 
analog chanel has 10 bits, then, the analog signal can 
take 1024 values).
temperature=((analogRead(A0)/1024.0)*5.0-.5)*100
Comparison operators
It is possible to compare values in the programme:
 - Equal to → ==
 - Not equal to → !=
 - Less than → <
 - Greater than → >
 - Less than or equal to → <=
 - Greater than or equal to → >=
Usually, like in this exemple, the comparison are the 
condition of an 'if' instruction.
if ((temperature - 5) > need) …
delay(milliseconds) The programme are stopped the millisecond indicated 
in brackets.
delay(500)
digitalRead(pin) We obtain the digital value of the digital pin indicated 
in brackets (0 or 1).
digitalRead(4)
digitalWrite(pin, state) The pin in brackets sends the indicated digital state 
(high or low).
digitalWrite(4, HIGH)
else {instructions}
This instruction is precided by an 'if'. If its conditions 
are not comply, the programme proceeds to execute 
the 'else' instructions.
else {
   Instructions
   }
float
A variable has to be declared before been used. With 
'float' instruction, it is possible to add to the 
programme a variable that can take a rational number 
value. Its size is limited to 32 bits (4 bytes are used to 
send the information).
float temperature
for (range values){instructions}
For a range values of a determined variable, an 
intructions are executed. In this exemple, the pins 6, 
7, 8 and 9 are defined like outputs and its state take 
the low digital signal.
for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
   pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
   digitalWrite(i, LOW));
   }
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Table 7: Programming with Arduino
Instruction Explanation Exemple
if (condition){instructions} If the condition is complied, the instructions are 
executed.
if (digitalRead(10) == HIGH) {
   Instructions
   }
Increment
It is represented by 'i++' and usually it finds in a for 
intruction. It suposes an increment in a range value 
one by one.
for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
   digitalWrite(i, HIGH));
   }
int
A variable has to be declared before been used. With 
'int' instruction, it is possible to add to the 
programme a variable that can take a whore number 
value. Its size is limited to 32 bits (4 bytes are used to 
send the information).
int i
lcd.begin(x, y)
This instruction starts the comunication with a LCD 
(liquid crystal display), then, it has to be on  void setup. 
Numbers 'x' and 'y'  indicates the size of the screen 
(width characters per height characters, in our case, 16 
per 2).
lcd.begin(16, 2)
lcd.print(printed on the screen)
It prints on the LCD the information between brackets. 
To print a messatge, it has to be between quotation 
marks, like in the exemple. Otherwise, the 
programme process the information and can show the 
value of determinated variable in every moment.
lcd.print(“printed on the screen”)
lcd.setCursor(x, y)
This instruction sets the cursor on the character 
position indicated for  'x' and 'y'. In this exemple, the 
cursor is located on the up left corner of the screen.
lcd.setCursor(0, 1)
LiquidCrystal lcd(lcd pins)
To control a LCD, it is necessary to define the pins that 
will be used to link it with the board. In our case, as we 
can see on the exemple, pins 12, 11, 5, 4, 3 and 2 are 
connected to the screen.
LiquidCrystal lcd(12, 11, 5, 4, 3, 2)
pinMode(pin, mode)
It is necessary to indicates if every digital pin are an 
input or an output. By this instruction, it is possible to 
do it.
pinMode(i, OUTPUT)
Serial.begin(comunication velocity)
Iniciates the comunication with a computer or other 
devices. It is necessary to write in void setup. In 
brackets we put the velocity of the connection in 
baudios (in our case, 9600 baudios).
Serial.begin(9600)
Serial.print(message)
This instruction sends information to show on the 
computer or other devices connected. To print a 
message, it has to be between quotation marks, like in 
the exemple. Otherwise, like in the next exemple, the 
programme process the information and can show the 
value of determinated variable in every moment.
Serial.print(“Temperature”)
Serial.println(message and end line)
This instruction sends information to show on the 
computer or other devices connected and ends the 
line: the next information printed will be on the 
following line of the monitor.
Serial.println(temperature)
Text not read for the programme
It is possible to write text on the programme that will 
not be read for the microprocessor, just includes 
information or indications to the programmer or other 
readers. It is necessary to put it like in the exemple to 
do it.
/*This text will not be read by the microprocesor*/
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After seeing the background part of the project, it is time to begin with the practical side. This chapter
exposes and describes the design, development and implementation of the refrigeration plant controller.
The design procedure has been the following:
✔ Control approach: In this first section, is explained how the plant will be controlled and how to
calculate the values of the electric properties of the electric circuit.
✔ Previous tests: Before proceed to dessign the controller, some tests have been done. A simulation
with 9 V DC Motor or the study of the DC motor that will be used on the project are an exemple.
✔ Material: The material wich will be used to implement the controller is listed in this section.
5.1. Control approach
To start, to simplify the process, the coils of the motor will be feeded from separately fonts. Therefore,
we will use the separately excited DC motor. We can do it because low power will circulate for the motor.
The idea is to modify the voltage field to vary the velocity of the rotor. To do it, three resistances with three
switches will be used, see Fig. 24.
Figure 24: Control approach
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The  first  question  that  has  been  contemplated is  how to  know the resistance characteristics.  Two
aspects have to be taken into account in order to choose the needed resistances:
✔ Resistances value: From the voltage field and the current it is possible to obtain the necessary Ohm
(Ω) of the resistances.
✔ Resistances size: Another important question is the disspated heat of every resistance. Again, from
voltage field and the current it is possible to obtain the power dissipated on the resistance: more
power means a bigger resistance.
The following calculations show us how to know the value of the both aspects:
1. It is established voltage and nominal intensity (Vf and Ifn).
2. It is calculated the total field resistance (Rtot) to obtain Ifn:
 
5.1      Rtot = Vf / Ifn
 
3. It is calculated how many resistances (n) are necessary and what is their value (R). It is importantnot 
to forget the resistance of the coil (Rf):
 
5.2      Rtot = n · R + Rf
 
4. When just one resistance is connected, appear the maximum intensity that every resistance will have 
tosupport:
 
5.3      I1 = Vf / (R + Rf)
 
5. Then, it is possible to calculate the power that every resistance have to dissipate (P):
5.4      P = R · If max2
6. The maximum intensity (Imax) that circulates for every switch will appear when any resistance will be  
connected:
5.5      Imax = Vf / Rf
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5.2. Previous tests
5.2.1. 9V DC Motor simulation
In order to experimentally identify the main characteristics of the motor, we perform a simple simulation
with a 9 V DC Motor. We will control it connecting the Arduino Uno board to the PC and introducing the
orders by the keyboard. The electronic scheme is shown on the Fig. 25.
Figure 25: 9V DC Motor simulation
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By this way, it is possible to start the engine by the switch actioned by the pin 2 of the board and modify
its velocity connecting and disconnecting the switch of the rasistence actioned by the pin 3. Fig. 26 shows
the program that has been developed and uploaded to the board. It includes an explanation of the different
instructions that appear on it and it is indicated too how to open the monitor serial. On the other hand, on
the  Fig.  27, it  is  possible  to  see  its  appearance  and  how the  board  replies  on  the  monitor  when an
instruction is  introduced.  If  we look to  the program, it  is  possible  to  find that  the number '0'  on the
keyboard stops the engine (any pin sends current), number '1' starts the engine at low velocity (just pin 2
sends current) and number '2' starts it at high velocity (pins 2 and 3 sends current).
To finish with this section, on the Fig. 28, it is possible to find a picture of the set up.
Figure 26: 9V DC motor simulation programme
Open monitor
serial
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As it is possible to read on the dessigned programme, if we
try to start  the engine at  low velocity,  the motor does not
recive  the necessary  current  to  gain  the  starter  torque.  To
solve it,  every time that we try to introduce this state,  the
resistance  will  be  bridged  by  the  switch  during  200
millisecond. By this way, the necessary intensity to start the
movement will circulate this period and, after that, the switch
will be opened and the resistence will reduce the revolutions.
Figure 27: Monitor serial
Figure 28: 9V DC motor simulation photography
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5.2.2. Laboratory tests
Before proceed to design the controller, we have done some tests in the laboratory to know the DC
engine  that  will  be  controlled.  After  look  its  characteristics  plate  and  measure  its  induced  and  field
resistances, it is possible to define the rated conditions (Tab. 5).
Then, we can start with the tests. It is important to mention that the simulation of the refrigeration plant
will do without load on the engine; for this reason, it has been decided to reduce the voltages. The induced
voltage Vi has been set on 100 V. Then, we do the first test to know the necessary field voltage V f to obtain
the nominal revolutions. To know it, we measure the velocity of the rotor while the  V f is varied. The results
are on the Tab. 6. As it is possible to find on it, the nominal revolutions are obtained when the value of the
current field is 0.15 A.
With  these  values,  in  the  following  section  it  is  possible  to  proceed  to  calculate  the  Ohms of  the
resistances and its size. 
220 V
0.6 A
3.2 A
1500
Table 8: Rated conditions
Vf = Vi
If
Ii
rpm
Rf 460 Ω
Ri 4.1 Ω
220 V 0.45 A 750
180 V 0.38 A 800
140 V 0.3 A 900
100 V 0.21 A 1140
70 V 0.15 A 1500
60 V 0.12 A 1650
Table 9: Laboratory test
Vf If rpm
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5.2.3. Calculations of the electric scheme
With the data obtained on the last section, it is possible to calculate the values of the electric scheme. It
is  important  to  remember that  three resistances  are  used,  that  let  us  to  obtain  four  different  V f and,
consequently, four velocities on the motor. To obtain a higher velocities variations, we decided to up the
voltage of the nominal  revolutions to  Vf = 150 V.  Having said that and remembering the section  6.2.1.
Control approach and the electric scheme of the Figure 24: Control approach it is possible to explain how
the calculates have been done:
1. To work at nominal conditions are necessaries V f = 150 V and If = 0.15 A. Then, to make it possible, it
is necessary the following resistance:
5.1      Rmax = Vf / If = 150 / 0.15 = 1000 Ω
2. It is used three equal resistances, with R values, to work in nominal conditions:
5.2      3 · R = Rmax – Rf = 1000 – 460 = 540 Ω; R = 540 / 3 = 180 Ω
3. It is necessary to know the power dissipated for every resistance. The maximum intensity that will
generate  the  higher  dissipated  heat  in  a  resistance  will  circulate  when  just  one  of  them  is
connected:
5.3      I1 = Vf / R1 = 150 / (460 + 180) = 0.23 A
4. Now, it is possible to calculate the power of the resistances:
5.4      P = R · I12 = 180 · 0.232 = 9.5 W
5. It is possible to know also the intensity that will circulate depending on the number of resistances
conected:
• R1 = 460 + 1 · 180 = 640 Ω; I1 = Vf / R1 = 150 / 640 = 0.23 A
• R2 = 460 + 2 · 180 = 820 Ω; I2 = Vf / R1 = 150 / 820 = 0.18 A
• R3 = 460 + 3 · 180 = 1000 Ω; I3 = Vf / R3 = 150 / 1000 = 0.15 A
6. To finish, the maximum intensity that every switch have to support (and, in conclusion, the circuit)
circulates when all the resistances are disconnected:
5.5      Imax = Vf / Rf = 150 /460 = 0.33 A
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5.2.4. Electronic Workbench simulation
The  last  step  before  proceed  to  make  the  controller,  is  a  simulation  with  the  software  Electronic
Workbench. Fig. 29 shows a screen capture of it. On the other hand, it has been necessary to define in the
program the engine characteristics. An ideal model included on it has been used, modifying just the known
properties of our DC motor. Fig. 30 shows all the introduced values.
Figure 29: Electronic Workbench simulation
Figure 30: Properties of DC motor simulation
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In this electric scheme of the simulation, the engine is working at rated revolutions: just the switches to
start the motor and to connect the induced source are closed, and the three resistances are connected.
Table 7 shows the values of the other cases. If we compare these results with our calculations, we obtained
exactly the same field current, with a centesimal precision. On the other hand, the nominal revolutions
differ slightly, but the difference is less than 4%. This mismatch is explained because our real motor is not
equal than the modified ideal DC Motor of the software, apart from this small error, it is possible to assume
that the revolutions will be very similar in all the cases.
5.2.5. Material
The last step before proceed to implement the dessigned controller is to select the appropiate material.
As it has been mentioned in the introductory chapter, the low-cost has to do one of its characteristics.
On  the first place, the original Arduino Uno board and our own board are compared. It is possible to find
the necessary elements of the second one on the electronic scheme of the Fig. 22. Protoboard and wires
are not included due to they are elements used in both implementations.
[1] [2] [3] [3] Vi
O O O O 0 V 0 A 0 V 0 A 0
C O O O 69 V 0.15 A 70 V 3.31 A 1450
C C O O 84.15 V 0.18 A 70 V 2.38 A 1146
C C C O 107.8 V 0.23 A 70 V 1.53 A 951
C C C C 150 V 0.33 A 70 V 0.83 A 715
Table 10: Electronic Workbench simulation
Switches Measures
C 
→
 C
lo
se
d Vf If Ii rpm
O
 →
 O
pe
ne
d
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Arduino Uno bord
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
Total
17€
Arduino Uno bord
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
Total
17€
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It is possible to find a significant prize variation between both boards. For the manual controller it will be
used our board. On the other hand, for the automatic controller, the Arduino Uno board will be used. The
following lists shown the necessary elements for every controller designed.
Implemented board
1x Microprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
1x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25W
0,01€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16MHz
0,08€
Total
3,18€
Implemented board
1x icroprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
1x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25
0,01€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16 Hz
0,08€
Total
3,18€
Automatic controller
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
2x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25W
0,02€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Protoboard 85x55mm
5,50€
1x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05W
1,20€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
1x Protoboard switch
0,52€
1x Temperature sensor
0,80€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20W
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery male/famale connector
3,95€€
1x 9V battery
3,00€
1x Arduino Liquid Crystal Display
9,90€
Total
72,90€
Automatic controller
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
2x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25
0,02€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Protoboard 85x55mm
5,50€
1x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05
1,20€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
1x Protoboard switch
0,52€
1x Temperature sensor
0,80€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery male/famale connector
3,95€€
1x 9V battery
3,00€
1x Arduino Liquid Crystal Display
9,90€
Total
72,90€
Manual controller
1x Microprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
3x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25W
0,03€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16MHz
0,08€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05W
1,20€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
2x Lever switch
2,60€
1x Red led
0,17€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20W
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery connector
0,46€
1x 9V battery
3,00€
Total
41,63€
anual controller
1x Microprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
3x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25
0,03€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16MHz
0,08€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
0,55€
1x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05
1,20€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
2x Lever switch
2,60€
1x Red led
0,17€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery connector
0,46€
1x 9V battery
3,00€
Total
41,63€
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Finally,  the  total  spent  euros  are  not  the  sum  of  both  lists,  because  the  automatic  controller  is
implemented modifying the manual controller. Then, the real cost of the project appears in the following
list. In conclusion, the most important value is the prize of the automatic controller: its implementation has
cost 72,90€.
Cost of the project
1x Microprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
5x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25W
0,05€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16MHz
0,08€
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Protoboard 85x55mm
5,50€
2x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
1,10€
2x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
1,10€
2x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05W
2,40€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
2x Lever switch
2,60€
1x Protoboard switch
0,52€
1x Red LED
0,17€
1x Temperature sensor
0,80€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20W
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery connector
0,46€
1x 9V battery male/famale connector
3,95€
2x 9V battery
6,00€
1x Arduino Liquid Crystal Display
9,90€
Total
84,63€
Cost of the project
1x icroprocessor ATmega328P
1,94€
5x Resistence 10KΩ/0,25
0,05€
2x Ceramic condensor 22pF
1,15€
1x Crystal oscillator 16 Hz
0,08€
1x Arduino Uno board
17,00€
1x Protoboard 165x55mm
9,90€
1x Protoboard 85x55mm
5,50€
2x Red wire 1m/1,5mm2
1,10€
2x Balck wire 1m/1,5mm2
1,10€
2x Variable resistence 10KΩ/0,05
2,40€
4x Relay 5V
2,34€
2x Lever switch
2,60€
1x Protoboard switch
0,52€
1x Red LED
0,17€
1x Temperature sensor
0,80€
3x Resistence 180Ω/20
11,89€
2x Famale connector
5,78€
1x 9V battery connector
0,46€
1x 9V battery male/famale connector
3,95€
2x 9V battery
6,00€
1x Arduino Liquid Crystal Display
9,90€
Total
84,63€
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6.1. DC motor manual control
After the previous study about the motor and its behavior, it is possible to explain the details about the
controller designed. The first proposal consists on control the motor manually using a potentiometer. On
this first step, has not been used the Arduino Uno board; its microprocessor has been extracted and our
own board has been created, based on the scheme of the Fig. 6. The idea is to control the motor using a
variable resistance. Basically, the microprocessor reads the tension losses on it and, as a function of this
measure, defines the state of the pins that open and close the switches of the resistances. It is also possible
to  find  another  contactor  to  start  and  stop  the  engine.  This  is  the  previous  step  before  proceed  to
automatize totally the revolutions of the motor. The board, as we could see on the schemes of the last
sections, has to be connected between the source and the terminals of the field.
Figure  31 shows  the  implemented  control  board.  Fig.  32 shows  the  uploaded  programme  to  the
microprocessor with an explanation of the instructions used. Finally, on the Fig. 33, it is possible to find the
scheme of the designed board.
Figure 31: Manual control board
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Figure 32: Manual controller programme
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Figure 33: Manual controller electronic schemme
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6.2. DC Motor automatic control
The final step of the project consists in controlling the engine totally automatically. In this case, we can
draw a control loop where the temperature obtained by the sensor is the feedback of the system (Fig. 34).
The following modifications from the manual controller have been added:
✔ It  is  necessary to  know the  temperature of  the environment.  For  this  reaseon,  a  temperature
sensor has been used.
✔ On the other hand, using a variable resistance, we can introduce to the microcontroller the desired
temperature.
✔ Both temperatures are shown in a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). 
✔ The microcontroller has to  compare both temperatures and, in function of the obtained result,
open or close the switches that start or modify the revolutions of the engine.
Figure 34: Control loop
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To do it,  it  has been decided to use  the same power part  of  the manual controller:  the relays are
disconnected from this board and are connected to the new one. On the Fig. 35, it is possible to appreciate
it. On the other hand, the program that gets to the microcontroller all this mentioned characteristics are
shown on the  Fig. 36,  with added information about its working. To finish, Fig.  37 shows the designed
scheme.
Figure 35: Automathic control board
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Figure 36: Automathic controller programme
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Figure 37: Automathic controller electronic schemme
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6.3. Results
Finally,  the  boards  have  been  tested  on  the  laboratory  with  satisfactory  results.  Basically,  after
connecting the terminals of the both coils and starting the controller, the temperature of the sensor has
been varied with a lighter, and the motor has replied correctly.
On the Fig. 38, appears the elements used on this final test:
1. Multimeters: To measure the voltage field and its current.
2. Tachometer: To measure the motor revolutions.
3. Motor: The same that was used in the previous laboratory tests.
4. LCD: To show the needed selected temperature and the measured temeprature.
5. Temperature sensor: Its temperature is modified by using a lighter.
Figure 38: Final laboratory test
1
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7.1. Final remarks
Different objectives have been proposed at the begining of the project. The following list shown that all 
of them have been satisfied:
✔ The main  objective  that  gives  the  name to the  project  has  totally  satisfied;  a controller  for  a
refrigeration  plant  has  been  designed  and  implemented.  The  satisfactory  results  of  the  final
laboratory tests prove the success of the project.
✔ The low cost is another characteristic of the project defined at its start. All the material (software
and hardware) has been totally  accessible and  inexpensive. Another important remarkable point
related  with  this  objective  is  that  our  own  board  has  been  implemented,  extracting  the
microprocessor from the original  Arduino board and seting it  up in a protoboard, making even
cheaper the controller.
✔ The following satisfied objective is to inquire about refrigeration plants, DC Motors and Arduino.
Information about the three topycs has been collected and, after that, an study has been done.
✔ The  project  includes  an  important  practical  part  about  DC  Motors  and  electronics,  that  were
another objective to satisfy. Different tests with a electric motor have been done in the laboratory
and a controller board has been implemented. Then, an important part of the teoric study has been
brought to the practice. 
✔ The purpose of  the project  was decided even before  to  decide to  design a  refrigeration plant
controller:  to learn about electricity,  electronics and programming.  On this aspect, it  has been
totally fulfilled.
✔ To finish, the language of the project is totally related to its didactic purpose: english is required for
almost every marine job and by this  way, we have could practice it  and, specially,  its  technical
vocabulary.
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Apart from this satisfied objectives, it is important to remark that different troubles have appeared along
the project, basically relationed with its practical purpose. Then, the project has required solvency in many
moments, another positive remarkable point. Some examples are exposed in the following list:
✗ The most frequently problem is  relationed with the redaction of  the different programs of  the
project. The precision required for the C language has generated a lot of compilation errors, due to
wrong write words,  not declared variables, wrong structures program or, simply,  due to lack of
information of how to write an instruction. With patience and solvency, all the programs have could
wrote correctly. 
✗ Another  example  is  the  implementation  of  the  board.  For  example,  to  place  and  connect  the
different elements on it or to feed all of them by a sure way to prevent the overtensions. Some
microprocessors have been burnt implementing the board!
✗ The last example is related with the starter problem with some motors. In our case, it has been
impossible  to  start  it  at  low velocity  due  to  the  starter  torque.  The  problem has  been solved
modifying the program.
In conclusion, the project made is highly complete: different fields relationed with Marine Engineering
has studied and it includes an important practical part. For this reasons, I am very satisfied with the done
work.
7.2. Future work
At  the  end  of  this  project,  I  have  decided  to  continue
working with Arduino. In fact, my idea is totally relationed with
the work exposed in this pages: to control Arduino Board from
any world site using a dispositive with internet access. To do it,
it is necessary to couple a Wi-Fi module called ESP 8266 to our
board (Fig. 39). After do that, the objective is to domotize a
house and control it from any place. Then, like in this project, a
lot  of  DC  Motors  will  be  controlled  from  the  board.  The
advantages that Arduino gives to us respect to other domotic
controllers are its low prize and versatility.  This is one more
proof that this project has produced very useful results.
Figure 39: ESP 8266
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In this annex, we present the three codes exactly as they have been uploaded to the microcontrollers. In
contrast to those that appear in the project, they do not include the explanations of the instructions and its
format allow to copy them and use them as Arduino software.
• Manual code: The program designed to control the DC motor using a potentiometer.
• Automatic  code:  The  program  designed  to  control  the  DC  motor  automatically  comparing  the
reference temperature to the real temperature.
Manual code
void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
    pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
    digitalWrite(i, LOW);
  }
  pinMode(4, INPUT);
}
void loop() {
  if (digitalRead(4) == HIGH) {
    digitalWrite(6, HIGH);
    int vel = map (analogRead (A0), 100, 1023, 0, 3);
    switch (vel) {
      case 0:
        for (int i = 7; i < 10; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, LOW);
        }
        break;
      case 1:
        for (int i = 7; i < 8; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
        }
        for (int i = 8; i < 10; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, LOW);
        }
        break;
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      case 2:
        for (int i = 7; i < 9; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
        }
        for (int i = 9; i < 10; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, LOW);
        }
        break;
      case 3:
        for (int i = 7; i < 10; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
        }
        break;
    }
  }
  else {
    for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
      digitalWrite(i, LOW);
    }
  }
}
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Automatic code
#include <LiquidCrystal.h>
LiquidCrystal lcd(12, 11, 5, 4, 3, 2);
void setup() {
  Serial.begin(9600);
  for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
    pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
    digitalWrite(i, LOW);
  }
  pinMode(10, INPUT);
  lcd.begin(16, 2);
  lcd.print("Need temp:");
  lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
  lcd.print("Real temp:");
}
void loop() {
  float temperature = ((analogRead(A0) / 1024.0) * 5.0 - .5) * 100;
  Serial.print("Temperature: ");
  Serial.print(temperature);
  Serial.print(" C. ");
  lcd.setCursor(10, 1);
  lcd.print(temperature);
  lcd.print("C.");
  float need = map (analogRead (A1), 0, 1023, 10, 50);
  Serial.print("Temperature I need: ");
  Serial.print(need);
  Serial.println(" C.");
  lcd.setCursor(10, 0);
  lcd.print(need);
  lcd.print("C.");
  if (digitalRead(10) == HIGH) {
    digitalWrite(6, HIGH);
    if ((temperature - 5) > need) {
      if ((temperature - 15) > need) {
        if ((temperature - 25) > need) {
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          if ((temperature - 35) > need) {
            for (int i = 7; i < 10; i++) {
              digitalWrite(i, LOW);
            }
          }
          else {
            for (int i = 7; i < 9; i++) {
              digitalWrite(i, LOW);
            }
            for (int i = 9; i < 10; i++) {
              digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
            }
          }
        }
        else {
          for (int i = 7; i < 8; i++) {
            digitalWrite(i, LOW);
          }
          for (int i = 8; i < 10; i++) {
            digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
          }
        }
      }
      else {
        for (int i = 7; i < 7; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, LOW);
        }
        for (int i = 7; i < 10; i++) {
          digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
        }
      }
    }
    else {
      for (int i = 7; i < 10; i++) {
        digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
      }
    }
  }
  else {
    for (int i = 6; i < 10; i++) {
      digitalWrite(i, LOW);
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    }
  }
  delay(500);
}
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